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Abstract.
The concept of regular growth for unbounded nondecreasing functions has its origin in the study of the asymptotic behavior of solutions for the second order equation u"+a(t)u=Q. In this paper we give sufficient conditions for a continuous, differentiable function a(t) to possess the property that its logarithm increases regularly. We also show that the logarithm of a continuous unbounded concave or convex function increases regularly.
The asymptotic behavior of solutions of the differential equation (1) u" + a(t)u = 0, where a(t) is a positive, nondecreasing, continuous function such that a(t)-++co as r-»-+ oo, has been extensively studied. It is well known that the stated conditions on a(t) are not sufficient to conclude that all solutions of (1) satisfy
see for example D. Willett [10] and H. A. DeKleine [3] . Sufficient conditions assuring that all solutions of (1) satisfy (2) In the original statement of this result, ait) was required to be continuously differentiable ; however, it is sufficient to require only that a(i) be continuous. P. Hartman [4] gave a simple proof of this more general result.
More They show that Theorem 2, as stated above, is a corollary of a well known result by G. Sansone [9, p. 65] . The aim of this note is to show that any function ait) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 has the property that its logarithm is of regular growth, hence Theorem 2 is a corollary of Theorem 1. There is no loss in generality in assuming that a'(t)la(t)=o¡p(t) for t-OLv We need only show that equation (4) is satisfied with/(r)=log a(t).
First, however, we see that for some L^2 Corollary.
(See [6] .) If ait) satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4, then every solution of il) satisfies (2).
Proof of Theorem 4. Let e be any number strictly smaller than \. Let a.l<ß1<u.2<.ß2< ■ • ■ be an unbounded sequence such that Iim sup"_oe 2fc=i ißk-Cik)lßf, = e Let L and T be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3. In either case we define a piecewise linear function X by t -«t ßk~ l Kt) =-aißk) + f-a(a*), a, = t = ßk, Pk -a* ßk -a* A(0 = t~ß\ «K-+i) + g*+1 ~i aißk), ßk^t^ ai+1.
a*+i -ßk a*+i -P* Let us first consider the case when a(t) is concave. In this case X(t) is also concave and X'(t)¡X(t) is decreasing excluding, of course, the isolated points where X' is undefined. Using an argument analogous to the one Now consider the case when a(t) is convex. In this case X(t) is also convex and unbounded. Since, for t not equal to any ak or ßk, X(t) -A(a,) = f'tA'(t)/t dr ^ /¿'(OlogO/aJ, Ja! we have that lim t logir/oOx'WMO) = 1.
Let T be some positive integer such that X'(t)¡X(t)=\[t logíí/a,)]-1 for t=ßr. Again, using an argument analogous to the one used in the proof of Theorem 3,
2
[t logir/aOr1 dr = co. 
